Discharges of neurons in the dorsal paraflocculus of monkeys during eye movements and visual stimulation.
Extracellular recordings were obtained from 319 input units and 304 Purkinje cells (P-cells) in the dorsal paraflocculus of alert monkeys trained to fixate a visual target. They changed discharge rates with either eye movement, eye position, or visual stimulus movement. Of the 319 input units, recorded in the granular layer or white matter, most were mossy fibers (MFs), but 90 (28%) showed characteristic cellular spikes. The latter units were probably granular cells (p-GC). Of the 319 input units, 163 (51%) showed bursts with saccades (burst units) and 62 (19%) showed a prelude on the average 124 ms prior to the onset of saccade (long-lead burst units). Sixty-five (20%) had tonic activity related to eye position and also showed bursts with saccades (burst-tonic units), and the remaining 29 (9%) showed only tonic activity (tonic units). MFs and p-GCs showed no significant differences in the proportion of each type of unit or in their response properties. The majority of burst units (63%) were pan directional, whereas all long-lead burst units had directional selectivity. The preferred directions of long-lead burst, burst tonic, and directionally selective burst units were found in all four quadrants. Position-related activity was found in 48% of the burst-tonic and tonic units to be linearly related to eye position and to show position threshold. The other units also had position thresholds but their activity was not monotonically related to fixation position. Six climbing fibers (CFs), 32 input units (including 13 p-GC), and 8 P-cells showed cyclic responses during sinusoidal movements of a visual pattern. One class of MF units (57%) responded only to the direction, whereas the others responded to both the direction and retinal-slip velocity. Both CF and P-cell units responded to sinusoidal retinal-slip velocity. Of 67 input units, 23 showed cyclic modulation in firing during sinusoidal eye movements in the horizontal plane. Nineteen were burst-tonic and four were tonic units. They also showed position sensitivity. The phase of the cyclic responses tended to lag behind the eye velocity during low-frequency trackings. Of 237 P-cells, 163 (68.8%) discharged with saccades (burst P-cells), 42 (17.7%) paused with saccades (pause P-cells), and 32 (13.5%) discharged with saccades in one direction and paused in the other (burst-pause P-cells). Position sensitivity was found in 38 P-cells; 12 were burst, 5 were pause, and 10 were burst-pause P-cells. Eleven did not respond with saccades.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 400 WORDS)